The Officer-in-Charge
1. Pay Section (Local)
2. Area Account Officer (Pay) WC Delhi Cantt., Jalandhar Cantt., Pathankot.
3. All AO GE Officer under PCDA (WC) Chandigarh

Sub: Submission of Mobile Nos.: GPF Subscribers (NON- DAD)


2 CDA (Funds) Meerut Cantt. DO No. EDP/Fund-sys/28/NON-DAD Dt. 20-1-2021

3. This office Circular No. FC/1/CHD/GPF/1648/2017-18 dated 20-11-2018 dated 24-05-2019, and 04-08-2020, 15-01-2021

Kindly refer to the above referred circular and subsequent reminders wherein it was advised to obtain the Mobile No. in respect of GPF subscriber (NON DAD) under your Pay/audit jurisdiction and forward the same to CDA (Funds) Meerut Cantt.

In this connection, no fruit full action has been taken by your offices. It is pertinent to mention that Head Quarter office has assigned target of ‘100%’ compilation of SMS facility to all subscribers to communicate the information of payment of their FS/FW/DLIS.”

You are, therefore, once again requested to obtain the complete list of address of units formation alongwith Mobile Nos. in respect of GPF subscribers (Non- DAD) under your pay audit jurisdiction and forward the same in prescribed format (enclosed) to this office as well as CDA (Funds) Meerut Cantt. on or before 15-02-2021 under intimation to this office. Further, Contract details of SAO/AAO deployed on the above job in your office may also please be forward to this office as well as CDA (Fund) through email latest by 10-02-2021. The data may kindly be send in Excel Sheet through E-mail at jcdafunds@nic.in or through WAN IP ftp://10.48.55.2.

Please accord to prorty.

Encl- As above

Copy to:

The Officer-in-Charge

IT&S Section (Local)